
The Role of the Officials' Coordinator and Compensation 
 

It is appropriate to review the role(s) of the Officials' Coordinator so that there might be some 
consistency within the organization. In current practice, the role varies greatly due to the various 
types of meets that take place as well as how different Officials' Coordinators view their responsibilities. 

Among the areas of responsibility of the Officials' Coordinator are the following: advance planning 
along with the Track Coach or Meet Director; the selection and assignment of officials; the 
safety of officials and athletes; serving as Referee in interpreting the rules of competition; having 
the final authority (in most cases) in resolving problems arising in the overall conduct of the 
meet. 

In light of the vast responsibility that solely rests with the Officials' Coordinator, the following 
guidelines in the performance of duties are recommended: 

The Officials' Coordinator shall not assign himself to any event where he serves as Officials' Coordinator.  
This may result in a shortage of officials to meet minimum guidelines for each field event in which 
case they may not be held or be supervised by individuals other than certified officials. 

For those meets that have fewer than three field events, the Officials' Coordinator may assign himself 
but always remaining diligent to other aspects of the meet. 

It is recognized that situations may rarely occur during a meet such as an injury or illness of an 
official that many require the Officials' Coordinator to step in and replace an event official in order to 
complete the competition if it is determined hat such action is in the best interests of the athletes. 
Each such situation should be determined by the reasonableness of such an action. 

Any Officials' Coordinator working as an event official at any of his meets shall send in a short report to 
the Chief Officials' Coordinator indicating the need to do so. 

Compensation 

In view of the vast scope of responsibility and accountability resting with Officials' Coordinator, it is 
recommended that payment for services be as follows: 

Full track meets (most field and running events) – $150.00 

Any meet with three or fewer field events – $100.00. This would apply if he also serves as an 
event officials. 

Substitute Officials' Coordinator – $90.00. If it includes full Officials' Coordinator duties (planning, 
selection and assigning) – $150.00. 


